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By Jeff Davis

Paperback. Condition: New. 311 pages. With its acid edge and wicked humor, Jeff Daviss rapid fire
depiction of bureaucracy gone wild digs underneath the fingernails of the typical blue collar worker,
satirizing both modern-day relationships and business life. Specifically, if we cant stand our jobs
and families, live for the day to escape!Luckless in love and trapped in a dead-end office job, Jack
Snaggler thinks his fortune is about to change when he meets a drop-dead gorgeous brunette
named Paradise at a local bar. But when a shady fast food chef goes missing and coworkers start
disappearing, Jack finds himself framed for murder. If he wants to stay alive long enough to see
Paradise again, hell first need to escape a conspiracy, that at each turn, involves almost everyone
he knows. Part dysfunctional love interest, part corporate mindset, and part 60s cool. The road to
paradise has never been so tainted or hilarious. Living under the umbrella of a criminal conspiracy
and politically incorrect world are Ed Shoemaker, a disgruntled office worker conspiring to off his
wife and flee to Fiji; Eileen Klump, a cleaning lady in the throes of menopause who suffers from
periodic mental breakdowns between intermittent stays...
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ReviewsReviews

This pdf may be worth acquiring. It is definitely simplified but surprises inside the fi y percent of the pdf. I am pleased to let you know that this is the very
best ebook we have read inside my own lifestyle and could be he finest publication for ever.
-- Prof. Abe Satterfield IV-- Prof. Abe Satterfield IV

The best book i actually go through. It can be full of wisdom and knowledge Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding.
-- Prof. Greg Herzog-- Prof. Greg Herzog
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